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Submarine cables have become a vital component of modern infrastructure,

but past submarine cable natural hazard studies have mostly focused on

potential cable damage from landslides and tsunamis. A handful of studies

examine the possibility of space weather effects in submarine cables. The main

purpose of this study is to develop a computational model, using Python, of

geomagnetic induction on submarine cables. Themodel is used to estimate the

induced voltage in the submarine cables in response to geomagnetic

disturbances. It also utilizes newly acquired knowledge from magnetotelluric

studies and associated investigations of geomagnetically induced currents in

power systems. We describe the Python-based software, its working principle,

inputs/outputs based on synthetic geomagnetic field data, and compare its

operational capabilities against analytical solutions. We present the results for

different model inputs, and find: 1) the seawater layer acts as a shield in the

induction process: the greater the ocean depth, the smaller the seafloor

geoelectric field; and 2) the model is sensitive to the Ocean-Earth layered

conductivity structure.
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1 Introduction

Submarine cables have become a vital component of our modern infrastructure. They

carry more than 95% of international internet traffic [1], so any disruption to their

operation can have wide-ranging consequences across the globe. Although studies focused

on natural hazards that may damage cables such as submarine landslides and tsunamis

have increased [1], the possibility of space weather effects has generally not been

considered in such studies. Over the last 20 years - the lifetime of modern cable

systems - space weather activity has been low; but more extreme space weather events

have occurred in the past and it is uncertain howmodern submarine cables systems would

behave in an extreme (1 in 100 years) space weather event. Thus, submarine cables, like
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other critical infrastructure, need to consider space weather as

High Impact Low Frequency (HILF) events, which require an

assessment of risk and preparation of mitigation measures if

necessary.

During geomagnetic disturbances, geomagnetic field

variations induce electric currents in the Earth, commonly

referred to as geomagnetically induced currents (GIC), and in

human-made conductors. Communication cables, power

systems, pipelines and railway signaling are all susceptible to

disturbances due to these currents, see Boteler et al. [2].

Geomagnetic induction first affected telegraph systems with

widespread problems during the Carrington event of

1859 [3–5]. A new vulnerability was introduced in the 1950s

with the development of cables with repeaters powered by a

current fed along the cable. Phone calls over the first trans-

Atlantic phone cable, TAT-1, during the magnetic storm of

10 February 1958, alternated between loud squawks and faint

whispers as the naturally induced voltage acted with or against

the cable supply voltage [6]. A later development was the

introduction of fiber-optic cables in the 1980s, but they too

include a copper conductor along the cable to carry power to

the repeaters. Thus, they are vulnerable to GIC fluctuations and

surges [7]. Recordings on the trans-Atlantic TAT-8 cable during

a major magnetic storm in March 1989 showed that the cable’s

power feed could be affected during extreme geomagnetic

disturbances [8]. Specifically, the study by Medford et al. [8]

mentioned that, although there were no disruptions to service

during the 1989 storm, the systems were very close to a threshold

where they would be disrupted. Therefore, geomagnetic

disturbances on submarine cables remain a concern to this day.

The aim of this study is to build a computational model of

geomagnetic induction to calculate the induced voltages

produced in submarine cables during geomagnetic

disturbances. We present the theory for estimating the

induced voltages experienced by the submarine cables during

geomagnetic disturbances. The numerical model is capable of

calculating geomagnetically induced cable voltages at different

locations around the globe. Here we describe the Python-based

software that enables the numerical model to be used by

researchers or cable engineers. Specifically, we describe 1) the

input and output formats, 2) the internal working of individual

computational blocks, and 3) their interconnectivity. The model

can digest 1) observed and synthetic geomagnetic field data, 2)

cable route information, and 3) an Ocean-Earth conductivity

model to calculate the induced electric fields and cable voltages.

Users can provide the cable routes as input by providing the

latitude and longitude information, or standard Route Position

List (RPL) files used by the submarine cable industry. One

subunit of the model is also dedicated to generating synthetic

geomagnetic field and geoelectric field data, which is useful for

validating the modeling software. This functionality can also be

used to model behavior for an extreme geomagnetic storm that is

rare in nature (1 in 100 years event). Users can input the

conductivity model either by providing the data or selecting

the lithospheric model (LITHO 1.0) of the Earth [9]. Java Script

Object Notation (JSON) files are used to embed all the

information and feed it into the software. We provide human-

readable schema of the valid input JSON formats as reference for

users. Model outputs are 1) transfer function to compute seafloor

geoelectric field from the sea-surface geomagnetic field, 2)

parameters for a transmission line model of the seawater and

underlying resistive layers along the cable route, 3) result of the

nodal network derived from the transmission line model, and 4)

induced electric field and voltages on the cable. Finally, we

discuss the assumptions for converting the theoretical model

into this computational model, as well as the limitations of these

assumptions.

The model has a few free parameters, such as ocean depth,

length of cable, and earth conductivity model, which affect the

estimate of the induced cable voltage. Note that among various

parameters used in this model, seawater conductivity is a

relatively fixed parameter, which realistically varies between

about 0.28 and 0.33Ωm. We conduct a sensitivity analysis of

the model and comment on the factors that contribute to the

geomagnetic hazard to submarine cables. A number of

components are included in the software that can be used

separately by end-users, each designed as a separate module

for a specific study with specific scientific objectives. As part of

the demonstration of the capabilities of the software and

validation of the model, we describe several applications and

examples of the software. Finally, we discuss the various

capabilities and limitations of the current computational

model and the potential extensions of the software in the

future. We provide several IPython notebook examples as a

user guide for the software.

2 Methodology: Computational
model

This section presents a detailed description of the

computational model and control flow diagrams of the

Python software that estimates geomagnetic impact on

submarine cables. The software is designed to perform the

following two functions: 1) determination of induced electric

fields on the seafloor at locations along a cable route [10–13],

and 2) computation of the overall effect of geomagnetic

induction on the submarine cable.

The control flow diagram of these operations is presented in

Figure 1. The determination of the geomagnetic impact on

submarine cables requires calculation of both the seafloor

electric field experienced by the cable (computed by Module

02) and the Earth potentials produced at the ends of the cable by

the induced currents flowing across the ocean (computed by

Module 03). The software can be verified by making calculations

for test cases for which analytic solutions are available (Module
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04). The seafloor electric fields along the route of the cable and

the Earth potentials at the cable ends are then combined to give

the total impact on the power feed for the cable (Module 05).

User interaction with the program is provided through an Input

and Control routine (Module 01) that inputs a specific location

on the Earth or cable route, Ocean and Earth model details, and

magnetic data; and controls whether the calculations are made

using synthetic data for verification of the software or using

recorded magnetic field data from actual space weather events.

2.1 Module 01: Input and control

The operation of the program is governed by the Input and

Control Module. This is where the cable to be studied is specified

and the cable’s Route Position List (RPL) is read as input. Table 1

shows a typical format for a RPL file, which contains location of

the cable section edges, length of each section, cumulative

FIGURE 1
Control flow diagram of operations done by computational model. The boxes in red and blue define operational and input modules,
respectively. Solid lines represents data flow interconnections between different modules.

TABLE 1 Example RPL file.

Pos no. Event Latitude Longitude Distance (km) Cable type Approx depth (m) Target burial (m)

Between Positions Cumulative Total

1 18°7′N 66°36′E 0.000 0

19.212 SA 0.0

2 AC 18°3.477′N 66°25.561′E 19.212 8

10.317 SA 0.0

3 18°0.199′N 66° 20.737′E 29.529 11

9.088 0.0

4 AC 17°57.312′N 66°16.489′E 38.616 22

96.993 SA 0.0

5 AC 17°37.527′N 66°324.704′E 135.609 28

23.700 SA 0.0

6 17°33.525′N 66°11.743′E 159.609 31

46.368 SA 0.0

7 17°25.695′N 65°46.401′E 205.678 31

4.992 SA 0.0

TABLE 2 Parameters for test Ocean-Earth model (Atlantic model).

Layer Thickness (in km) Resistivity (in Ωm)

Seawater 4 0.3

Sediments 2 3

Crust 10 3,000

Mantle Lithosphere 140 1,000

Upper Mantle 254 100

Transition Zone 250 10

Lower Mantle 340 1
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distance in kilometers, type of each section, etc. The ocean depth

along the path of the cable profile can be viewed and the user can

specify how the cable route will be broken into sections that will

be used in the subsequent modeling. Then the crust and

lithosphere model, LITHO1.0 [9], is accessed to retrieve

average thickness of the Ocean water and layers of the Earth

for each section of the cable route. Conductivities of each layer

then form a predefined table; one example is shown in Table 2.

We used this process to define the layer conductivity model for

each section of the cable route. In addition, the model can process

magnetic field data/observations from magnetometer

instruments. The magnetic observatory to be used in electric

field calculations is also specified, and the files for specified days

are retrieved from the INTERMAGNET database [14].

2.1.1 Ocean-Earth layered conductivity model
One of the primary components of the model is the Ocean-

Earth layered conductivity model. This layered structure is

used to determine the transfer function between the seafloor

electric field and the surface magnetic field (Tx). Figure 2

presents a schematic cross-section of a layered Ocean-Earth

model. Thickness and the resistivity of each layer is shown in

red text. Properties of the layers used in this plot are listed in

Table 2. The layered conductivity model holds thickness (δTO/

E in km) and resistivity (ρ in Ωm) information of each layer of

the Earth (including water bodies on the Earth). There are

three different ways to input this information into the

software: 1) request for in-build Ocean-Earth layered

models (taken from previous studies), 2) user defined layers

as a list/array, and 3) geodetic latitude, longitude position of

the cable route. For the third option we used the

LITHO1.0 model, which is a 1° tessellated representation of

the crust and uppermost mantle of the Earth, including the

lithospheric lid and underlying asthenospheric layer.

LITHO1.0 model parameters are specified laterally as

tessellated nodes and vertically as a series of geophysically

identified layers, including water, ice, sediments, crystalline

crust, lithospheric lid, and asthenosphere. As

LITHO1.0 provides thickness of the Ocean-Earth layers,

resistivity (conductivity) values described in Table 2 are

only used by LITHO1.0 model. For a given latitude-

longitude value LITHO1.0 provides thicknesses of the

Ocean and Earth layers (center column of Table 2). We

assign resistivity value to each of these layers as given in

Table 2 (right column). These values are chosen as commonly

recognized representative values for each layer, and they

generally match observations from Atlantic Ocean

magnetotelluric (MT) sites [15–17]. Note that the resistivity

values for the LITHO1.0 model can also be modified by the

user. Table 2 also presents resistivity values and thicknesses

for the transition zone and lower mantle, which are fixed

based on common understanding of where the

mantle transition zone sits (410–660 km) with a fixed

model bottom at 1,000 km. Hence, for a given cable section

with edge location information, the model (LITHO1.0)

provides the Ocean-Earth Conductivity structure at the

center of the cable section [18].

2.2 Module 02: Seafloor electric field
calculations

The calculations of seafloor electric fields are comprised of

two parts: 1) calculate the transfer function, Tx, between

the seafloor electric field and the surface magnetic field

variations, and 2) use the transfer function with magnetic

field data to calculate the seafloor electric fields. To

calculate the transfer function, Tx, the Ocean-Earth

conductivity model (from LITHO1.0) is used to

calculate the transfer function, Tf, at the seafloor between

the electric field, Ef, and the magnetic field, Bf, using

the recursive formulas as shown by Boteler and Pirjola

[13]. The seafloor transfer function (Tf) is then used with

the formula from Boteler and Pirjola [13] to give the transfer

function (Tx) that relates the seafloor electric field (Ef) and the

surface magnetic field (Bs) variations:

Tf � Ef

Bf
� Zd

μ0
(1)

FIGURE 2
Schematic of layered Ocean-Earth conductivity model.
Thickness and conductivity of each layer is provided on the right of
the figure. Name of each layer is also mentioned in the figure.
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Tx � Ef

Bs
� Z
μ0

2

1 + Z
Zd

( )ekd − 1 − Z
Zd

( )e−kd (2)

where,Zd � μ0
Ef

Bf
is the surface impedance at the seafloor, d is

the depth of the ocean, μ0 is the permeability at vacuum, Z and k

are the characteristic impedance and propagation constant,

respectively, of the seawater layer.

Calculation of the seafloor electric fields produced by a

magnetic disturbance can be achieved by taking the Fourier

transform of the magnetic field time series to obtain the

magnetic field spectrum. Each spectral component is then

multiplied by the corresponding value of the transfer function,

Tx, to obtain the electric field spectrum. An inverse Fourier

transform then gives the electric field variations in the time

domain. Standard pre-processing (remove mean and trend and

taper the ends of the time series) of the magnetic field data is

applied before taking the Fourier transform. In addition, care is

needed in assigning the correct values to the negative frequency

components of the electric field spectrum before taking the

inverse Fourier transform (see [19]).

Finally the electric field is integrated over the length of the

cable section to give the electromotive force (emf) induced in

each section. To simplify the calculations we have made the

approximation that the electric field is uniform within each

section, with index j. In this case the emf for each section is

given by

E j � EN
j L

N
j + EE

j L
E
j (3)

where EN
j and EE

j are the Northward and Eastward electric

fields (in V/km), respectively, and LNj and LEj are the effective

Northward and Eastward distances (in kilometers). To calculate

the distances we use the ‘WGS84’ geodetic model, which is used

for power system modeling [20]. This gives the following

expression for the Northward and Eastward distances in

kilometers:

LNj � 111.133 − 0.56 cos 2λ̂j( ).δλj (4)
LEj � 111.5065 − 0.1872 cos 2λ̂j( ). cos λ̂j.δϕj (5)

Where δλj and δϕj are the difference in latitude (in degrees)

and longitudes (in degrees) between the ends of the cable section

(j), respectively, and λ̂j is the average latitude of the ends of the

cable section (j).

2.3 Module 03: Cross-ocean current
modeling

The electric fields produced during geomagnetic

disturbances drive electric currents across the ocean. When

these electric currents encounter the more resistive land on

either side of the ocean there is an accumulation of charge

creating an electrical potential in the Earth that deflects the

electric currents down through the Earth’s lithosphere. The Earth

potentials produced can be modeled using distributed source

transmission line (DSTL) theory as shown by Wang et al. (2022),

(also presented in the Supplementary Document). Based on the

theory described in Wang et al. (2022), we can subdivide the

ocean into multiple segments along the route of the cable,

assuming the conductivity of the each segment depends only

on vertical variations in stratified Ocean-Earth structures and

their electrical properties. We then convert each transmission

line segment to its equivalent-π circuit with equivalent

admittance and current source. Furthermore, we connect

equivalent-π circuits in series and perform a nodal analysis by

applying Kirchoff’s current law at each node. This leads to a set of

equations (refer to the Supplementary Document for detailed

analysis) involving the nodal voltages U which can be written in

matrix form:

J � YU (6)

where J represents the current sources in vectorized form.

Elements of J represent the sum of equivalent current sources

directed into each node. Y is the admittance matrix in which the

diagonal elements, Yii, are the sum of all the admittances

terminating at the node i including the admittance-to-ground

at node i, and the off-diagonal elements, Yki, are equal to the

negative of the admittance connected directly between nodes i

and k, that are given by following equations:

Yii � yi +∑N
k�1

yki, for k ≠ i (7)

Yki � −yki, for k � i (8)

The potentials at each node, in vectorU, are then obtained by

matrix inversion of the admittance matrix, Y, and multiplication

by the nodal current sources, J:

U � Y−1J (9)

These potentials at the edges of each section between nodes i,

k are then used to calculate the Earth potential along the cable

route:

Ui,k x( ) � Uk eγx − e−γx[ ] + Ui eγ L−x( ) − e−γ L−x( )[ ]
eγL − e−γL

(10)

where: Ui, Uk, γ, L, x are the potential at nodes i, k,

propagation constant, length of section, and location on the

section along the transmission line, respectively.

2.4 Module 04: Verification

To test the accuracy of the calculations performed in

Modules 02 and 03 these modules can be operated with test

inputs for which analytic solutions are available. Module
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04 performs the comparison between the outputs of Modules

02 and 03 and the analytic solutions.

To test the calculation of electric fields we follow the

procedure described in Boteler and Pirjola [19]. A synthetic

magnetic field variation, comprised of six frequencies, is

created and a test case Ocean-Earth model is specified

(Table 2). Table 2 describes an average stratified Ocean-

Earth structure of the Atlantic Ocean, hence, from here

onward, we refer this model as “Atlantic” model. The

transfer function, Tx, between the seafloor electric field

and surface magnetic field variations are then calculated

for this Ocean-Earth model for the six frequencies. The

amplitude and phase of the transfer functions (Tx) are

presented in Figure 3. The six components of the magnetic

field variations are then multiplied by the corresponding

transfer function values to give the components of the

electric field variations. These are then summed to give an

analytic solution for the electric field. For testing, the

synthetic magnetic field variations are used as input to

Module 02, and the electric field output from Module 02 is

compared with the analytic solution and the test results are

output by Module 04. Compilation of synthetic magnetic field

data, to test the model, is described in Section 2.4.2.

To test the cross-ocean modeling calculations, we used the

Ocean-Earth model described in Table 2. For the test case, the

same Ocean-Earth model is used for the testing of Module 02.

The parameters of this model are used to calculate the

transmission line properties listed in Table 3.

Expressions for end potentials are also required for these

tests. For a transmission line of length L, with zero admittance to

ground at each end, the general expression for the end

potentials is:

UA � − sinh γL
cosh γL + 1

( ) E
γ (11)

UB � sinh γL
cosh γL + 1

( )E
γ (12)

The potential as a function of distance along the transmission

line is given by:

U x( ) � UBeγL − UA

eγL − e−γL
( )e−γ L−x( ) + UAeγL − UB

eγL − e−γL
( )e−γx (13)

These expressions depend only on the length of the

transmission line segment L (corresponding to the width of

the ocean) and the propagation constant of the transmission

line model (γ) which be calculated for any specified ocean

thickness.

2.4.1 Electrically-long and electrically-short
Ocean-Earth sections

Consider an Ocean-Earth section with physical length, L, and

propagation constant, γ. The section has an adjustment distance
1
γ. For an electrically-long transmission line, where L> 4

γ, (i.e.

length is greater than four times of adjustment distance) we have

the following scenario,

eγL ≫ 1≫ e−γL

Hence, for electrically-long sections, Supplementary

Equations S7–S9, S11–S13 reduce to the following:

YE � 2
Z0eγL

(14)
Y′
2
� 1
Z0

(15)

IE � E
Z

(16)

UA � −UB � −Eγ (17)

U x( ) � Ue−γ L−x( ) − Ue−γx,where |UA| � |UB| � U � E
γ (18)

FIGURE 3
Amplitude (|Tx|) and phase (arctan (Tx)) of the transfer
function, Tx, for the Ocean-Earth model described in Table 2.
Example Python notebook for generating the transfer function is
uploaded in Zenodo [21].

TABLE 3 Transmission line parameters for test model.

Parameter Value

Series Impedance, Z 7.14 × 10–2 Ω/km
Parallel Admittance, Y 5.88 × 10–6 S/km

Characteristic Impedance, Z0 110 Ω

Propagation Constant, γ 6.48 × 10–4/km

Adjustment Distance, 1γ 1,543.21 km
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For an electrically-short section, where the physical length is

less than the adjustment distance, i.e., L< 1
γ, we have the following

scenario,

e±γL ≈ 1 ± γL

Hence, for electrically-short sections, Equations (S7-S9)

from the Supplementary Equations S11–S13 reduce to the

following:

YE � 1
Z0γL

(19)

Y′
2
� 0 (20)

IE � E
Z

(21)

UA � −UB � −LE
2

(22)

U x( ) � U
2L

2 + γL( ) 2x − L( ),where |UA| � |UB| � U � LE
2

(23)

In the following we will use these analytical solutions to

validate our methods.

2.4.2 Synthetic magnetic data and analytical
solution to induced electric field

To test the calculation of geoelectric fields using the model,

we need a specified geomagnetic field variation that we can use to

generate an exact analytical solution for the geoelectric field that

will be calculated. From Fourier’s theorem, we know that any

function can be represented as a sum of cosine and sine

functions, and from studies of geomagnetic disturbances, we

know that the disturbance amplitude generally decreases with

increasing frequency [13,22]. To provide a synthetic magnetic

field variation that reproduces this behaviour, we define a test

magnetic field variation as the sum of six sine functions

(properties are listed in Table 4) as follows:

B t( ) � ∑6
m�1

A m( ) sin 2πf m( )t +Φ m( )( ) (24)

where: A(m), T(m) � 1
f(m), and Φ(m) are amplitude, period, and

phase associated with the mth frequency component of the

signal. Figure 4 shows the synthetic sea-surface magnetic field

data [B(t)] in black.

Following Boteler et al. [22], we know the analytic 1) solution

of the electric field is given by:

Ea t( ) � ∑6
m�1

|T m( )
x |A m( ) sin 2πf m( )t +Φ m( ) + θ m( )( ) (25)

where: |T(m)
x | and θ(m) are the amplitude and phase of each

frequency component of the test transfer function. Figure 4

shows the analytic solution of the seafloor electric field data

[Ea(t)] in red, utilizing the transfer function showing in Figure 3.

The amplitude and phase of each frequency component of the

analytic solution are also listed in Table 4 along with themagnetic

field values.

2.5 Module 05: Cable impact

During geomagnetic disturbances, a submarine cable will

experience an emf equal to the integrated electric field along the

TABLE 4 Parameters of synthetic magnetic field variation and analytic electric field solution.

m A(m) (nT) Φ(m) (°) τm � 1
f(m) (min) |E(m)

a | (mv/km) ϕ(m) +
θ(m) (°)

1 200 10 180 10.35 20.66

2 90 20 80 4.86 25.0

3 30 30 36 1.65 31.22

4 17 40 15 0.95 36.88

5 8 50 8 0.45 41.93

6 3.5 60 3 0.19 36.37

FIGURE 4
Synthetic magnetic field variations (in black) and analytic
electric field solution (in red). Example Python notebook for
generating the syntheticmagnetic field is uploaded in Zenodo [21].
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cable. For a cable route that is divided into S sections (in Module

01), the emfs calculated for each section [Eq. 2 in Module 02] are

summed to give the total emf induced in the cable:

EC � ∑S
j�1

E j (26)

In addition the geomagnetic induction in the seawater

results in changes to the Earth potentials at the ends of

the cables [Eq. 10 in Module 03]. In Module 2.5 these

outputs from Modules 2.2 and 2.3 are combined to give

the total voltage experienced by the cable power feed

equipment:

UC � EC + UA − UB (27)

where: EC is the total induced emf in the cable,UA andUB are

the Earth potentials at cable end A, and B, respectively.

Module 05 stores the outputs of the simulations at various

stages, such as Tx of different cable sections, U, J, Y from nodal

analysis, Ej, EC, and UC, in the form of ‘.csv’ (comma separated

value) files, which can later be used for further analysis,

comparison study, sensitivity analysis, and to produce analysis

images.

3 Software specifications

This section introduces the Python software, its

specifications, inputs, and output formats that computes

the induced geoelectric field and voltages in the submarine

cables associated with geomagnetic field variations. The

software needs an input control JSON file that describes

the operations, source of the input magnetic data, cable

sections geometry and its properties, Ocean-Earth

conductivity model, and output storage locations. In the

following subsections, we describe the structure of the

input control JSON file and its various components, layered

conductivity model, and calculations of seafloor transfer

function.

3.1 Input control java script object
notation

JavaScript Object Notation is a lightweight data-interchange

format that has been used for input and configuration by various

software across different platforms and is easy for both humans

and machine to read/parse and write/generate. JSON is built on

two structures: 1) a collection of name/value pairs, alternatively

realized as an object, record, structures, dictionary, hash table,

keyed list, or associative array in different programming

languages; 2) an ordered list of values alternatively realized as

an array, vector, list, or sequence.

We have used JSON to provide control instructions to the

model. One example structure of the Control JSON is shown in

Listing 1.

Listing 1. Example Input Control JSON. A few example input

control JSONs can be found here.

The parameters shown in Listing 1 are described in Table 5. In

the listing the submarine cable related details are given under

‘cable’ parameter, which describes the cables into multiple cable

section under ‘cable_sections’ parameter. Each entry in cable

section holds the details about the cable segment, such as

length of cable or the location information of cable section

ends, and electrical properties etc. The electrical properties hold

the information about the thickness and resistivity details of the

Ocean-Earth layers. In addition, each cable section also holds

information about the INTERMAGNET station name, which is

used to extract B-field data and compute induced E-field and cable

voltage using the DSTLmodel. This example Control JSON creates

synthetic magnetic field data (see Section 2.4.2 for details) and

transfer functions based on the electrical properties of the Ocean-

Earth structure, along the cable section, provided by the cable.

cable_sections[0]. elect_params JSON field. The cable_sections[i]

fields also provide physical information on the cable, such as

effective length (len_km) or Northward/Eastward geodetic lengths

of the cable sections or geodetic location information of the cable

route. In-built intelligence of the software can parse any of this

information to estimate effective length of the cable. For a detailed

description of all the available JSON fields, please refer to the

Supplementary Document.

3.2 Compatibility & operating system

The software is written in Python-3.10 language, thus it is

compatible with any Python code or interpretor or distribution.
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However, there are ways to invoke/embed the model

functionalities from other languages. Specifically, codes

written in Python-3.10 can be embedded into C/C++. Due to

its complicated embedding structure, we encourage users to

invoke the software from the Python-3.*.* environment. In

addition, the code consumes less memory, computational

unit, and can run in Unix, Windows, and MAC operating

systems.

3.3 Helper python-packages used in the
code

The majority of analysis and visualization was completed

with the help of free, open-source software tools such as numpy

[23], scipy [24], matplotlib [25], IPython [26], pandas (e.g.

[27, 28]).

3.3.1 Calculation of seafloor transfer function
(Tx) using BEZpy

The calculation of induced geoelectric fields during

geomagnetic storms is a long studied problem. The transfer

function described in Eq. 2 requires computation of effective

reflection coefficients for each layer of the Earth to calculate

the seafloor impedance. The calculation of effective reflection

coefficients for layered Earth structure can be done using

recursive function call. BEZpy [29,30] is primarily

implemented for analysis of magnetic (B), electric (E), and

impedance (Z) data within a geophysical framework. This

library contains routines for calculating the geoelectric field

from the geomagnetic field in multiple ways. BEZpy

implements the recursive function procedure to compute

effective reflection coefficients and impedance at the

TABLE 5 Description of the parameters presented in Control JSON Listing 1.

JSON parameter Type Description

sid Integer Simulation ID

opcode Integer [0/1] Operation ID

Bfield.structure.Am Array Magnitude (in nT) for mth component

Bfield.structure.Tm_min Array Period (in minutes) for mth component

Bfield.structure.Phim Array Phase (in °) for mth component

Bfield.structure.T_hours Float Total hours of the time-series (Bs)

Bfield.tapering Float Tapering coefficient

cable.cable_sections[i].sec_id Integer Cable section ID.

cable.cable_sections[i].len_km Float Cable section length in km

cable.cable_sections[i].elec_params.earth_model String Name of the Earth conductivity model

cable.cable_sections[i].elec_params.ocean_depth Float Ocean water depth in meters

cable.cable_sections[i].elec_params.ocean_resistivity Float Ocean water reisitivity in Ωm

out_dir String Output directory/folder

FIGURE 5
Model validation using following layered Ocean-Earth
conductivity models: 1) Uniform and 2) Atlantic model described in
Table 2. From top to bottom rows present: (A) Amplitude and
phase spectrum of the transfer function, Tx. (B) Time series of
analytically (red) and numerically (black) estimated induced
electric field. (C) Correlation analysis between analytically (Ea(t))
and numerically (En(t)) calculated induced electric field. The
correlation coefficient (ρ) between Ea(t) and En(t) is provided in the
top left corner of the panel. Example Python notebook for this
experiment is uploaded in Zenodo [21].
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seafloor. The BEZpy Python code is released under a BSD-3

license, hence, we used this module as a plugin into our Python

code, to simplify the effective seafloor impedance (Z)

calculation.

4 Results

This section presents the outputs, namely, transfer

functions Tx, induced emf EC, total voltage UC for the

following cases: 1) uniform and Atlantic Ocean-Earth

conductivity model, 2) electrically-long and electrically-

short Ocean-Earth sections, 3) effects of variations in

seawater depth, d, on the transfer function, Tx and 4)

effects of variations in seawater depth, d, on transmission

line parameters. We used the synthetic magnetic field data

presented in Section 2.4.2 for all the above-listed case study

simulations. In addition, we link the GitHub code base for

sample code and example Input Control JSON.

4.1 Uniform, and Atlantic Ocean-Earth
conductivity model

To validate the model performance, we compare the

estimations of the induced seafloor electric fields (Ef) from the

model with corresponding analytical solutions for two different

Ocean-Earth Conductivity models. For the analysis, we have used

the following conductivity models: 1) uniform: consisting of

equal σ for all the layers and 2) the Atlantic conductivity

model presented in Table 2. Figure 5 presents the

comparisons to validate the model forecast using synthetic

magnetic field data (refer Section 2.4.2). From top to bottom

of Figure 5, the rows present a) transfer function, b) induced

electric field estimates from the model and their analytical

solutions, and c) correlation analysis between the electric field

estimates. For all the cases, the model is able to reproduce the

analytical solution (refer to ρ provided in panels (c-1 ~2)). Note

that, electric fields estimated using the model (En(t)) presented in

panels (b-1 ~2) are tapered around their edges, which is due to

the tapering of the input magnetic field. The tapering reduces the

spurious frequency components in the data and produces a

smooth output. Thus, while conducting the correlation

analysis we removed the edges from both E(t) estimates. The

correlation coefficient (ρ) is shown in the top left corners in the

bottom row (panels (c-1 ~2)). From correlation analysis we find

that there is a 1 in 106 part difference between the numerical

estimates and analytical solution, indicating a high confidence in

the model calculations. This comparative analysis shows that the

model is sensitive to the Ocean-Earth layered conductivity

structure.

4.2 Electrically-long and electrically-short
Ocean-Earth sections

In this case study, we validate Ocean-Earth potential

estimates from the model against the standard theoretical

solution presented in Section 2.4.1. Figure 6 presents the

outputs for 1) electrically-short and 2) electrically-long Ocean-

Earth sections. For this analysis we used the Ocean-Earth layered

conductivity model described in Table 2, which has the

FIGURE 6
Distribution of voltage, estimated using theoretical approximation (red) and computational model (black “+”), along the (A) electrically-short
and (B) electrically-long Ocean-Earth sections. The correlation coefficient between theoretical and numerical estimates are provided in each panel.
L and 1

γ are the physical length and adjustment distance of the cable, respectively. Example Python notebook for this experiment is uploaded in
Zenodo [21].
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amplitude and phase spectrum of the transfer function. We use

an input electric field of Ef = 1 mV/km. The Earth potential,

estimated from the model (in black “+“), is overlaid on top of the

analytical solutions (in red). The correlation analysis indicates a

1 in 109 part difference between the numerical estimates and

analytical solution for both the cases under consideration

indicating a high confidence in the modeling process.

4.3 Effects of variations in seawater depth,
d, on the transfer function, Tx

Among the various model parameters, seawater depth is the

one that has the most influence on the seafloor electric field.

Here, we conduct a sensitivity analysis, presented in Figure 7,

that shows how change in sea-water depth impacts the

amplitude (top panel) and phase (bottom panel) of the

transfer function. This shows that changing the seawater

depth can change the transfer function amplitudes by orders

of magnitude. In addition, we observe the following features in

the amplitude spectrum: 1) tapering for higher frequency

increases with seawater depth, indicating a water shielding

effect, 2) at lower frequencies all amplitude spectra converge

and taper off to lower values, indicating an attenuation for the

waves with very long periods, irrespective of the seawater depth.

From the phase spectrum we observe a stable progression of

phase change from 70° to 0° for the frequency range under

consideration.

4.4 Effects of variations in seawater depth,
d, on transmission line parameters
Z0 and 1

γ

Variations in seawater depth also impact the transmission

line model parameters (refer to Supplementary Document:

Module 03). In Figure 8 we present the variations of

characteristic impedance Z0 (in red ‘+’) and adjustment

distance 1
γ (in blue squares) of the transmission line model for

a fixed layered Earth presented in Table 2 (except the top row).

Note that, as expected (refer to Supplementary Document:

Module 03) the characteristic impedance (Z0) and propagation

constant (γ) of the transmission line model decreases with

increasing seawater depth (d). Supplementary Equations S1–S6

indicate that an increase in seawater depth increases the

horizontal conductance C and, subsequently, reduces the

series impedance Z, which finally reduce the characteristic

impedance (Z0) and propagation constant (γ) of the

transmission line. Supplementary Equations S1–S6 also

indicate that the relation between series conductance C and

Z0, γ is hyperbolic in nature, hence, we observe the same

trend in the output presented by Figure 8.

5 Discussion

Here, we presented a computational model that is capable of

estimating geomagnetically induced electric fields at the

seafloor and associated voltages in submarine cables and that

can be used to examine the magnetic induction effects due to

various types of geomagnetic field variations. We describe the

Python software that does all the computation, all the inputs

required to run the model, and show how the shielding effects of

the seawater and the Ocean/Earth conductivity structure affects

the results. To test the modeling software we make calculations

using a synthetic magnetic perturbation as input, and validate

the model output by comparison with analytic solutions. In

future work we plan to use the model to make calculations of the

FIGURE 7
(A) Amplitude and (B) phase of the transfer functions Tx for
different seawater depths (D). Example Python notebook for this
experiment is uploaded Zenodo [21].
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induced voltages in the TAT-8 trans-Atlantic cable and

compare these to measurements made during the March

1989 geomagnetic storm.

The magnetic induction model consists of two primary

parts, first, a transfer function that calculates geomagnetically

induced electric field at the seafloor; second, a calculation of

seafloor Earth potential due to induced electric field using a

transmission line model of the Ocean/Earth conductivity

structure. There are a number of different types of

magnetic field variations: all will induce an electric field in

submarine cables, but not all of them have the characteristics

to produce electric fields that may be important for submarine

cable operation. From the transfer functions we can directly

understand that the layered Ocean-Earth acts like a band-pass

filter, that allows magnetic disturbance with specific periods to

induce electric field under the sea. This helps us to infer what

types of magnetic phenomena may affect submarine cable

infrastructures. Thus this model can be used to study the

effects of many types of geomagnetic disturbances on

submarine cables, including storm sudden commencements

(SSC) [31], magnetic storm main phase [32], and magnetic

substorms [33].

5.1 Assumptions and limitations of the
model

All the model assumptions and limitations contribute to

the uncertainty of the model outputs. The one-dimensional

(1-D) model assumes that the conductivity variations of the

Ocean-Earth layers are only a function of depth and there are

no lateral spatial conductivity variations within a given

section. The seafloor geoelectric field calculations are made

in a “piecewise” fashion [34] for each section, ignoring the

sections on either side. The change between section are then

handled by the transmission-line modeling. In addition, we

assume that conductivity of the layers (including seawater and

Earth) do not changes between each cable sections, which also

contributes to the model uncertainty. One can reduce the

section lengths to more closely follow the variations in ocean

depth, but this violates the assumptions of 1-D induction

theory, which assumes variations of conductivity and layer

thickness in the east-west and north-south direction have

negligible impact on the overall calculation. Moreover,

calculating the Ocean-Earth layered conductivity model

using LITHO1.0 interpolates thicknesses of layers at the

middle point of a cable segment, which produces an

interpolation error that also contributes to the model

uncertainty. Note that, the cable route is split into sections

to capture the large-scale changes in the cable depth, so that

there are only small changes in depth within each section.

Several factors act together to influence the size of the voltage

variations encountered by submarine cables. The magnetic field at

the sea surface has a spectrum that falls off with frequency, whereas

the transfer function between the seafloor electric field and surface

magnetic field increases with frequency for shallow sea depths such

as on the continental shelf, while the response to deep ocean seafloor

is flatter. In the deep ocean, higher frequencies do not contribute as

much to the electric fields on the seafloor. Another important factor

is the spatial extent of the magnetic disturbances. Trans-oceanic

submarine cables span large distances that cover many time zones,

so the magnetic disturbances at opposite ends of a cable are not

FIGURE 8
(Red) Characteristic impedance (Z0) and (Blue) adjustment distance (1γ) of the transmission linemodel for different seawater depths (D). Example
Python notebook for this experiment is uploaded in Zenodo [21].
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necessarily the same. Besides, it is also hard to find magnetometer

stations (observations) near the submarine cable route across the

ocean. Thus, the model has to interpolate sparsely available

magnetometer data along the cable route, which is another

source of uncertainty in the calculations. These factors all needed

to be examined on a case-by-case basis for specific cables. This is

planned to be a topic of future work using the modeling tools

described in this paper.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we present a computational model to estimate

the geomagnetically induced electric field and voltage in

submarine cables. This includes calculation of the transfer

function relating the seafloor electric field to the surface

magnetic field variations. Cross-ocean modeling describes a

way to estimate induced voltage along the submarine cable

due to the seafloor geoelectric field. A synthetic geomagnetic

field has been defined, comprising six frequency components, to

validate the model performance against theoretical outputs. We

validated the model calculation processes by comparison of

model results with analytic solutions for two different Ocean-

Earth conductivity models and electrically-long and electrically-

short Ocean-Earth sections. The induced geoelectric field at the

seafloor and induced voltage within the cable are directly related to

the seawater depth. The sensitivity study indicates that the seawater

layer acts as a shield in the induction process: the greater the ocean

depth, the smaller the seafloor geoelectric field. In addition, we found

that the model is sensitive to the Ocean-Earth layered conductivity

structure. Thus, the geomagnetic effect on submarine cables depends

on the intensity of the geomagnetic disturbance at that location on

the globe as well as the seawater depth and Ocean-Earth layered

conductivity structure along the cable route. The model can be used

to study the effects of different types of geomagnetic phenomena

including SSC, storm main phase, substorms etc. The present

modeling incorporates various simplifying assumptions, such as

the use of 1-D Earth conductivity models. Possible improvements

to the modeling could include use of 3-D finite element models to

more accurately represent the variations of ocean depth and

conductivity structure along the cable route.
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